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This paper has been motivated by an article of T. Craven (J. Algebra 77 (1982), 
74-96) in which the author defines a Witt ring W(g) for a skew field 9. When S4 is 
commutative, then this newly defined ring is the classical Witt ring of quadratic 
forms over 5B and its properties are well known. Our main concern is the Witt rings 
IV(g) of the quaternion algebras since these seem to be the simplest examples of 
skew fields. We fully describe the ring W(g) for LB = (a, p/F) in two cases: (i) F is 
a Pythagorean field, a = p = -1, and (ii) F is @-adic. We show that in each of these 
cases the ring W(B) is isomorphic to the Witt ring W(L) for some field I,. 0 1986 
Academic Press, Inc. 
1. TERMINOLOGY AND ELEMENTARY FACTS 
Let 9 be a skew field. We write S(9) for the subgroup ofthe mul- 
tiplicative group 9’ generated by 9 *. Elements ofthe group 5%/S(Q) are 
denoted by(d), for do 9’. Moreover we write (dI,..., d,) for the lement 
x7= 1 (di )of the integral group ring Z[$@/S(53)]. Any element (dl,..., d,, )
is aid to be a form of dimension n over 9. 
DEFINITION 1.1 (cf. [ 11). The Witt-Grothendieck ring of $3 is the ring 
WG(9) = Z[S/S(9)]/J(Q), where J(9) is the ideal of the integral group 
ring Z[9’/S(9)] generated by all elements ofthe form (( 1) + (d)) .
((l)-(l+d)) = (l,d)-(l+d,d(l+d)),fordE9d#-1. 
Two forms (a, ..., a,)and (b, ..., 6,)are considered to beequivalent or 
isometric ((a, ..., a,)g (6, ..., b,)) if they are qual modulo J(9). 
The Witt ring of 9 is the ring W(9), the factor ring Z[ZP/S(9)]/Z(9), 
where Z(9) is the ideal generated by J(9) and ( 1, - 1). 
Remark 1.2. By [l, Lemma 4.10 and Remark 4.11b] the ring WG(9) is 
the factor ring Z[9/S(9)]/K, where K is the ideal of Z[9’/S(9)] 
generated by all elements (a, b) - (a’, b’ )such that <a, b) s (a’, b’ ). 
The fundamental properties of WG(9) and W(9) can be found in [l]. 
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DEFINITION 1.3. Let ( 1, d) be a form over 9. Define 
D,(1,d)={s,+c~~,E~‘:s,,s*ES(~)u{0}} 
and 
Remark. Using the determinant ofthe form (cf. [ 11) we can prove that 
if c~d,(l, d), then (1, d) z (c, cd). Moreover, by [l, Lemma 4.21 we 
have the inclusion Dg( 1, d) c 8,( 1, d). 
THEOREM 1.4. Zf ds 9’ then fi,( 1, d) is the subgroup of 9 generated by 
the set D&l, d). 
Proof: Let c~B&l, d), that is, let (1, d) E (c, cd). By Cl, Lemma 
4.10 and Remark 4.1 lb] there exists a sequence of equivalent forms 
(l,d)g(c,,c,d)r ... ~(c~~~,c~-~d)~(c,cd) such that for each 
i=l ,...,k (q,=l, c,=c) there exist s,,,s,~ES(~)U{O}, that 
ci = c r+l~Ii+~i- ,ds,;. Thus ci~cip,D,(l, d). Using induction on i we 
show that c is a product of k elements of D,( 1, d). This completes the 
proof. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let a, 6, a’, b’E 9. Then 
(i) bEB,(l, a) iff -a~B,(l, -b), 
(ii) a,(l,a)nb,(l, b)cD&l, -ab), 
(iii) (a, b) z (u’, b’) 
B&a’, b’). 
iff ubS(9) =a’b’S(9) and b&u, 6) = 
2. THE GROUP ~/S(~)FOR A QUATERNION ALGEBRA $3 
Now and in the next sections weassume that 9 = (CI, /I/F), where Fis a 
field of characteristic no  2.We denote the standard basis of 9 by 1, i, j, k 
(i.e., i*= CI, j* = /?, k= ij = -ji). IfN: 9 + F is the usual norm map, then 
N(9) is the set of elements represented by Pfister form ((-u, -b)) over 
F. The algebra 9 is a skew field if and only if (( --a, -B)) is not hyper- 
bolic. 
We assume that $3 is a skew field and then we define the group 
homomorphism n: S/S(9) -+ ZV(g’)/F* bym(dS(9)) = N(d) *F*. 
THEOREM 2.1. The sequence of groups 
1 + f N(9) 4 F’ +9/S(9) + N(9)/1*“* -+1 
is exact. 
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Proof Claim 1. im( + N(g*) 4 F’) = ker(F’ + G@‘/,!?(g)). Let godenote 
the subset of 9 consisting of pure quaternions. Obviously, 
9b2=DAa, /?, -a/l). Since DF((( -a, -fi))) = DA-a, -I), a/I). 
DF( -a, -/I, a/3) (cf. [2]) and - 1 = ( 1/a2f12) i2j2k2 we have +N(g.) = 
+Ddl, -a, -/?, ab) = &DA-a, -/I, afi) . DA-a, -fl, a/?) = 
+D,(a, 8, -a/?) .D,(a, /I, -a/3) = + 9;‘. 9;’ c S(g). Thus the inclusion 
is proved. 
Now consider b = x:. . . xi E F’ where xi ,..., x, E9.. Since b2 = N(b) = 
(WI ..*x,,))~, we have b = +_ N(x, ..* x,) E fN(g’). This completes the 
proof of Claim 1. 
Claim 2. im(F’ + 9./S(g)) = ker(G%/S(s) + N(g’)/Fa2). The inclusion 
(;d + ;) - ;;;;:;) - ,floTwh 
if N(d) = c2, CEF then d= N(d). 
us dS(9) c F. 58’~ FS(9) and so dS(9) E 
im(F’ + 9./S(s)). This shows the exactness atB./S(g) and completes the 
proof of the theorem. 
Remark 2.2. Proceeding asin the last part of the proof of Theorem 2.1 
we can easily check that S(g) = N(g.) * g.2. 
COROLLARY 2.3. (i) The group F/Fe2 is finite iff the group 9*/S(9) is 
finite. 
(ii) Zf F/F” is finite, hen IS/S(6B)l = (F./F2 1, if - 1 E N(9), and 
IS/S(9)\ = tjF’/P2 I otherwise. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Zf K= F(h) c 9, then the sequence ofgroups 
1 + { 1, a} F2 4 + N(9’) + K/K2 -+9/S(9) --* N(S)/Dr( 1, -a) -+ 1 is 
exact. 
Proof. It s&ices to consider the commuting diagram 
1+{1,a)F*2~F’-+ K/K2 -DAl, -a)/F”+l 
1 II 1 1 
1 + &N(58) 4 F’ -+ 9/S(9) -+ N(S)/F” -+ 1. 
The upper row is the well-known exact sequence of groups for quadratic 
extension fF (cf. [3, Chap. VII, Th. 3.41). 
3. WITT RING OF SOME QUATERNION ALGEBRA OVER 
A PYTHAGOREAN FIELD 
THEOREM 3.1. Let F be a Pythagorean field. Zf9 = (- 1, -l/F) and 
K = F(i), then the rings W(K) and W(9) are isomorphic. 
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Proof: In our case the exact sequence from Corollary 2.4 has the form 
l--t +_F2-+ +_F.* + R/R’+ 9/S(9) -+ 1. Thus the map K/R’+ 
9/S(9) is an isomorphism and it suffices to show that the ring 
homomorphism WG(K) + WC(g) induced by this isomorphism is an 
isomorphism of rings. 
Claim. If a~ K then DK( 1, a) S(9) = B&l, a) S(9). It is enough to 
show the inclusion D&l, a) c D,(l, a) S(Q). Let bED&l, a). Since the 
maps F/F” + K/K2 and R/K’* +9/S(9) are surjective, we can assume 
that a, b E F’. Moreover we can assume that -a $ P2. By Remark 2.2 and 
our assumptions wehave the equality S(9) = $F2. Thus there xist x, y, z, 
t, x,, y,, z,, t, E F such that 





The last hree quations say that the forms (1, a), (x2 + ax:, y2 + ayi), 
(x2 + ax:, z*+aaz:), (x2+axf, t* + at:) are isometric over F. Since F is 
Pythagorean, the forms (1,~) and cp= (x2+ax:, y2+z2+t2+ 
a(y: + z: + t:)) are isometric over F. They are also isometric over K and 
The claim is proved. 
Now combining Remark 1.2 and Proposition lS(iii) we obtain that 
WG(K) + WG(g) is an isomorphism of rings. 
Remark 3.2. If the assumptions ofTheorem 3.1 hold, then 
(i) W(9) is an abstract Witt ring in the sense of Marshall [4], and 
(ii) IV(g) is isomorphic tothe factor ring W(F)/2W(F). If 97/S(9) is 
finite, hen W(F) is a finitely generated reduced Witt ring and so the struc- 
ture of W(9) is well known (cf. [4, Corollary 6.251). 
4. WITT RING OF QUATERNION ALGEBRA OVER A ~ADIC FIELD 
In this ection a p-adic field is a local field with a finite r sidue class 
field. 
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Let F denote a @-adic field and let 9 = (u, x/F) be the unique division 
quaternion algebra. Here u is a unit and ‘IL is a uniformizer of valuation ring 
of F. It is known (cf. [3, Chap. VI]) that the group homomorphism 
F’ + g’/S(.G@) is trivial (i.e., F’c S(Q)), or equivalently N($@‘) = F’) and 
m: 6%/S(5@) -+N(G8)/F” = F’/F” is an isomorphism. 
THEOREM 4.1. Zf dE 9. then [W b,( 1, d)] < 2. Moreover 
and (0 ifF IS non-dyadic, then [S: b,( 1, d)] = 2, for all de B’\S(9), 
(ii) ifF=Q,, then g’=B,(l, d), for all dE9. 
In the proof we need the following lemma: 
LEMMA 4.2. Zf dE9’ and N(d)4 -F2, then the coset dS(9) contains 
some pure quaternion. 
Proof. If F is p-adic, then DF( -u, - rr, un) = F’\( - F.2). Assume d E $8’ 
and N(d) $ - F’2. Then there exist y, z, t E F such that 
N(d) = -uy2 - rrz2 + unt’ = N(yi + zj + tk). Thus w(dS(9)) = m(d,S(g)), 
where d,, =yi + zj + tk. Since w is an isomorphism, the pure quaternion do
belongs to dS(9). The proof of the lemma is finished. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. First suppose N(d) 4 - F’2. By the last lemma 
there xists a pure quaternion d,, such that d,S(g) = dS(9). Thus, we only 
need to consider B&l, d,,). We have DAl, N(d,)) = {u’+ b’N(d,,) E 
F’: a, b E F> = {N(a + bd,)EF’: a, b E F} = N(X) = N(XS(9)), where 
X= (a + bd,, E 9.: a, b E F}. By Remark 2.2, KS(g) c b,( 1, d,). Thus 
[W &(l, d,)] < [W A’S(9)] = [F’: N(X)] = [F’: Ddl, N(d,))] < 2. 
Now assume N(d)E -F”. Suppose B,( 1, d) # 5% and choose 
c E $%\B,( 1, d). Of course, N(c) and N(cd) do not belong to - p2. Since 
- 1 E S(g), by Proposition 1.5, we have 
b,( 1, c) n b,( 1, cd) cB&l, d) 
and the equality is impossible, because c $ b,( 1, d) or equivalently 
d 6 4,( 1, c). The elements cand cd satisfy the assumption of the first part 
of the proof. Thus [g’: 6,( 1, d)] < [9: d,(l, c) n D&l, cd)] < 
[S: b,( 1, c)] . [$8: d&l, cd)] < 4. Hence [5@: D&l, d)] G2. 
Now let F be non-dyadic. Since G%/S(g has four elements, itsuffices to 
show that B,(l,j)#Q.. Let w ~D&l,j). Thus, by Remark 2.2, 
~=$~[l+cj(x+yi+zj+tk)~], for some 9~9’ c, x, y, z, tEF. Hence 
N(w) = N(9)2[ 1+ 47rczx - rcc2(x2 - uy2 - rcz2 - unt2)2]. By the Local 
Square Theorem [3, Chap. VI, Th.2.191 and easy computation we have 
N(w)~Ddl, --71)#F’. But N is an epimorphism, so that B,(l,j) is a 
proper subgroup of 5%. 
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Now let F=Q2 and 9=(-l, -l/Qz). Then N(x+yi+zj+tk)= 
x2 + y* + z2 + t2 and {2Q;*, 3Q;*, 5Q;‘> is a basis of the group Q;/Q;*. The 
cosets (i+j) S(9), (i+j+k) S(9), (i+ 2j) S(9) form a basis of the group 
$3/S(9). For every d, d’ EA = {i+j, i +j+ k, i + 2j}, df d’, we have 
d-d’ E S(9), so that dED&l, 8). By Theorem 1.4 we obtain the result 
and the proof is finished. 
Remark4.3. (i) We define G to be the quotient group 9/S(9). Let 
Q = (0, 1). In G we can distinguish thecoset -S(9) = S(9). Let us deline 
q: G x G -+ Q by putting q(aS(S)), bS(9)) equals 0, if b E 6,( 1, a) and 1 
otherwise. It is easy to check that he triple (G, Q, q) satisfies the axioms 
Qi, Q,, Q, of the definition of Q-structure [4,Chap. II]. By Theorem 4.1 
and [4, Lemma 5.43 the axiom Q4 is also satisfied. Thus(G, Q, q) is a Q- 
structure andthe Witt ring associated to this Q-structure is isomorphic to
W(9). 
(ii) If 9 is a division quaternion algebra over a p-adic field F, then 
W(9) is an abstract Witt ring in the sense of Marshall. 
(iii) If 9 is as above then W(9) is isomorphic toW(Qs), if F is non- 
dyadic and to W(Q,(fi)), if F= Q2 (cf. [4, Chap. 5, Sect. 31). 
At the end of this paper it seems natural to ask the question whether the 
Witt W(9) is an abstract Witt ring in the sense of Marshall (or more 
strongly W(9) is isomorphic toW(L) for some field L) for every division 
quaternion algebra. The author of this paper does not know the answer. 
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